CASE STUDY: HYUNDAI 760 - FERTILIZER

impress

Imagine being able to clean the
scale off your tractor using a wipe
of the hand.
This unit at work in a busy fertilizer plant
was NYALIC® over-coated months ago... it
has not been washed since...

Accountants always talk about investment protection
One of the critical business costs
these days is care and maintenance of heavy plant.
Industrial plant costs a lot and in
our climate with its extremes
there is plenty of corrosion.
Corrosives might be coal, phosphates, sulphur, even acid from
atmospheric pollution. All destructive to high value equipment.
With surprisingly small investment your equipment can be
protected. Add the Nyalic® protection now will save your company money later.
Nyalic® users report that employees take more care when
equipment appears in new condition.
At days end, your employee will
have an easier and faster

Dry phosphates wipe off

cleanup, less downtime particularly if you operate 24/7. Better
for staff, better for the company.
Potentially further savings may
be less paid overtime.
Another reason to keep your
accountants satisfied.
One international company that
found by using Nyalic® they had
no need to build a two million
dollar vehicle wash.
The key is protection - Using
Nyalic® clear polymer provides
protection of your plant.
Professionally applied setting to a clear film, Nyalic® is
resistant to most acids and corrosion.

Nyalic® has been proved and
tested across many industries.
Used to capsule coat aircraft,
passenger terminals, wharf
structures, on military assets,
thousands of vessels and on
heavy industrial equipment.
Nyalic® works for them, it
will certainly work well for
you.

IMPRESS YOUR
ACCOUNTANT...
MAKE SAVINGS
NOW FOR YOUR
BUSINESS!!!

..... and wet clumps knock free

www.nyalic.com
Call now on
770-690-1480
Nyalic is a Registered Trademark of HBI Inc. Jasper GA USA

NOTE’S
A quart of Nyalic® can cover

A second 760 which spends its life in
a small mountain of Urea...

30 square metres of metal.

Amazing results with Nyalic®
are achieved by a professional and very particular process
using the ‘nylonic’ attributes
of the coating system.

After cleaning, using Nyalic®
proprietary surfactants, the
single pack clear coat bonds
to the surface.

To achieve the required results
professional application is
mandatory for industrial
equipment to ensure a good
working result.

FIND OUT - CALL TODAY ...

♼

These loader units serve up
to 40 truck and trailer units
each day.
They work long and hard in
a very caustic environment.
Sulphur, ammonia, urea,
DAP and many sundry nitrates. Nyalic resists this
chemical cocktail.

The only damage after many
months are the mechanical
scrapes.

Shown with NYALIC applied

Regular cleaning is nearly
impossible during a season.
An occasional rain wash being normal until year end.
It is recommended that a
regular cycle for cleaning is
Without NYALIC cover, the difference
established to ensure the
to the equipment is extraordinary
oilers and hydraulics can be
viewed easily.
Nyalic is an excellent coating to protect your equipment's radiators and air-conditioning units. Nyalic resists engine
temperatures and stops the chemicals bonding and attacking the
aluminum cores.

Enviro-friendly

Nyalic® is NOT classified as
Dangerous Goods

Contact your local Nyalic Industrial Applicator today for a
quotation to protect your equipment…

Protective Coatings Keep
Equipment Running And
Maintenance Costs Down
www.nyalic.com
Call now on
770-690-1480

